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E-commerce, as a new marketing and sales method, will become a major tool to 
the traditional clothing industry. While many entrepreneurs in clothing industry saw 
the great potential of e-commerce, few of them succeeded to make profits. 
By applying “Timmons Model of the Entrepreneurial Process”, this paper will 
discuss coordination and dynamic equilibrium of opportunities, team, and resources, 
which are three factors necessary to entrepreneurship; the paper will analyze the three 
factors at different stages of business growth and will discuss the problems and the 
corresponding solutions. It will further give guidance to e-commerce of clothing firms 
through a case by discussing how to obtain entrepreneurial resources, find problems, 
and solve problems. 
Shanghai Yijin Clothing Co., Ltd. found the opportunity to boost sales with 
e-commerce, changed its strategy and ventured into e-commerce of garments. The 
company has been concentrating on the business casual outfit and targets white collars 
that need garments for both formal and casual purposes. However, when venturing 
into the new market, the company faced various problems. There was large market 
size, but the competition was fierce; there were few entry barriers, but market share 
was extremely hard to expand; the starting capital was little, but the marketing was 
costly. Through case analysis, the paper suggests solutions to these problems. (1) 
Embryonic stage: get familiar with cooperation and contracts with major e-commerce 
platforms. (2) Starting stage: fully utilizes existing resources to promote sales, 
develop a team, and seek profit models；promote efficiency by specialization in 
different e-commerce businesses. (3) Growth stage: develop a reproducible profit 
model. The firm will copy the profit model to new websites, optimize and expand for 
efficiency and lower stock. (4) Maturity stage: since the firm discussed is still in 
growth stage, the paper suggests possible problems. It discusses specialized 
management and module operation for new e-commerce. 
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